Eveley International

Driving the Transportation Industry Forward

Corporate History
Eveley’s operation began in September 1968 as an alignment, suspension, and undercarriage specialist for tractors and trailers. The
operation met with success providing continuous service for area
fleet owners. Through its service function the company became
aware of the problems of trailer maintenance; the "short-
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comings" of suspension components, the uncertainty of parts supply and long delivery of replacement parts.
In the period between 1978 and 1981, Eveley began a standardization and interchangeability of what had become over the years, a
maze of costly forged and cast trailer suspension components. In
1982, with design changes and standardization under-way, Eveley
began to manufacture heavy duty suspension components.
Eveley International manufactures its full range of suspension systems at its Hamilton, Ontario Factory.
Costly cast and annealed steel components have been replaced
with precision cut formed plates, which are robotically welded
providing consistent high quality parts time and again.
Our advanced manufacturing techniques have allowed us to improve processing time and therefore costs which we can in turn
pass on to you the customer.

Call Eveley and let us go the distance for you!

Experience The Difference
Every Eveley product is designed drawing on more than 40
years of experience in the transportation industry, to meet
and exceed your requirements.
We are a manufacturer dedicated to providing you with
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tough, reliable, hard working suspension systems.
With our extensive line-up of products we can meet your
specific suspension needs.
Call to discuss your application or to receive further
information.
(800) 267 4306

www.eveley-int.com

Driving the Transportation Industry Forward…….

♦

60/40 Load Split - Smoother Ride
with Excellent Roll Stability.

♦

Industry Standard Axle & Brake
System for ease of maintenance.
♦

An Excellent Suspension for Trailer
Applications.

♦

Can be supplied and configured for
both steer and straight axles.

♦

RA2300 Available can be integrated
with slider for quick and simple
installation.

♦

Ships Pre-Assembled decreasing
install time.

Put Eveley International
to work for you!
(800) 267 4306
www.eveley-int.com
sales@eveley-int.com

